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ABSTRACT

As an ALA/USIA International Library Fellow in Argentina from March to
September 1989, the author worked with the Argentine National Protective
Commission for People's Libraries. Included in her assiT.ment was a charge
"to assist in the development of a popular libraries networi- in Patagonia," the
southernmost region of this South American republic. Argentina's current
attempt to transform its economy from an ineffi:ient, state-dominated one to a
more productive mix in which private enterprise predominates, resembles
similar efforts in other South American countries and also in the countries of
Eastern Europe. This paper uses the author's experience and observations in
working with the "network" of Patagonian people's libraries and with another,
more developed network (INTA--the National Institute of Farming Technology)
in Argentina to describe the role libraries and librarians play in this
transformation. It touches upon the social, political and economic factors and
attitudes at work in this massive task. The barriers which exist in itrgentina to
effective performance of information's vital role are outlined. Finally, the paper
suggests areas for specific international and inter-institutional cooperation to
enhance the role of information management in this type of transformational
development.
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In 1989, from March to September, I participated in the American Library
Association/United States Information Agency's International Library/Book
Fellow Program. The fellowships are designed to send mid-career
professionals from the United States to countries all over the world as
"information ambassadors." The program began in 1987. Annually since then,
from eight to twelve Fellows are sent to work on projects that are proposed and
submitted by prospective host countries through the USIA and the U.S.
Embassies in the various countries. Many of the projects selected are
submitted by less-developed countries, and are designed to assist them in
development of their capacity in information management and in delivery of
information services.

The assignment for which I applied, and was selected, was located in
Argentina. This South American republic requested a Fellow to advise and
assist in planning and development of their "net work" of bibliotecas populates
or "People's Libraries," concentrating especially on a regional network in
Patagonia, the mostly rural South of Argentina, which has been the focus of
recent development efforts (see Figure 1).

The qualifications which brought me to this assignment were, first of all,
that I am bilingual in Spanish and English. Language skill is unavoidably
essential for work such as this, because the United States' relatively advanced
capacity in communication and information technology makes less-developed
countries dealing with us wary and defensive at best, and somewhat resistant to
cooperation, at worst. The ability to speak to officials and fellow professionals
and library workers in their own language about matters which are of common
and vital interest, goes a long way in overcoming this very understandable
attitude. Abiola lrele has point.ed out, in "Education and Access to Modern
Knowledge," an article in Daedalus (Winter 1989): "...the development of the
new technologies of communication and information has created a new sphere
in which the developed world has a virtual monopoly. ...Furthermore, it has
tended to dominate the part of humanity less oriented to technology, because its
own development has depended on the exploitation of resources (both human
and material) and markets outside of its borders." The less-developed world
expects, with good reason based on past experience, that the developed world
will have a supercilious and unappreciative disregard of their needs and their
situation. It's often called "neocolonialism." Language helps to overcome this
tendency, on both sides of the equation.

My other qualifications were: nearly twenty years' experience as a public
services librarian in a community college, as well as a graduate degree in
urban planning, and background in planning and construction of public
institutions. Living and working in southern Arizona, which has a strong
Spanish colonial heritage, and in an educational institution which has a mission
of dedicated service to the people of its community, made me experienced in
applying my technical skills to the particular environment that is Patagonia.

Arizona, like Argentina, has a couple of large, modern urban centers, and
many "less-developed" communities. The challenge, in both Arizona and
Argentina, is to link the urban centers and the rural communities via a vital,
useful network of communication and of information providers, and to do it in an
environment of limited resources. It is, actually, the reality of limited resources--
both for the U.S. as well as other countries of the world--that makes linkages
and cooperation so unavoidably necessary. The long range goals of all of our
countries will be best achieved by the establishment of international
cooperative linkages. These linkages must be vigorously pursued by the active
participation of library and information professionals in relevant public policy
and planning endeavors, and in development projects of all kinds.
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I am calling Argentina a "less-developed country" here. This is a
designation that may not be technically correct, according to the United Nations
definition, but I think it applies in many features of the country, such as its
libraries. It certainly describes the direction of the country, for Argentina is very
like the countries of Eastern Europe in that it had reached a high degree of
industrialization and development, which devoured and exploited the resources
of the country and of its people. It is now burdened to the point of collapse with
external and internal debt, capital flight, deteriorating infrastructure,
uncontrollable inflation, and dim prospects for discovering a way out of its
economic morass. At the beginning of the century, Argentina had one of the
highest per capita GNPs in the world. In terms of intellectual resource
development,, its libraries and universities were considered the greatest in Latin
America. Because this development was neither balanced nor sustainable,
however, Argentina's economy and resources are now severely strained and
developmentally disabled, and it must define another path for a viable future. I

propose that its libraries, especially its People's Libraries, have an essentially
important role to play in this transformation and in its future. I also propose that
this model of the essential role of information and communication in
development, via a network of information centers accessible to the general
population, would be appVcable to the situation in other less-developed, or
developmentally disabled, countries.

Argentina's population is served, in terms of libraries, by a very
rudimentary system of nationally-supported public libraries called bibliotecas
populares, which I translate as People's Libraries. There is a parallel, but more
recently established, system of Rural Libraries (Figure 2), and there are also in
some localities, municipal libraries which resemble our public libraries a little
more in terms of financial support.

These municipal libraries are supported by funds from the local
municipality, but unlike the People's Libraries they are not required to be
staffed with credentialled librarians. As a consequence, the municipal libraries
of Buenos Aires, for example, are overwhelmingly staffed by non-librarians,
usuaily as a form of political appointment in return for favors. The director of the
Buenos Aires municipal system is almost always a non-librarian. This situation
is justified by an occasionally-expressed attitude of disdain for the competence
and service orientation of Argentine librarians. I, for one, did not find this
attitude to be based in reality, since I found Argentine librarians to be very
competent and extremely service-oriented, but there is a poor reputation and a
lack of trust there which may produce in the library profession a definite feeling
of being under-valued and unappreciated. This is also borne out by the fact
that library workers--especially in the public, school, and People's Libraries--are
very poorly paid. Public librarianship, therefore, does not always attract the
most highly credentialled and qualified people. In addition, while there are
several excellent schools of librarianship, at a couple of levels, in Argentina,
these are concentrated in Buenos Aires and in the North, and education and
training are not easily available to all interested and qualified people.

In terms of libraries in educational institutions, it is important to remember
that, although completely supported by public funds (no tuition is charged at the
national universities), the university libraries are not open to the public. In

addition, their collections are very incompletely and poorly cataloged, and there
is absolutely no system in operation now or in the foreseeable future that will
allow collection or catalog or--ultimately--resources, to be shared, even among
branches or departments of the same institution. The libraries do not adhere to
any common cataloging standards, in most cases, nor do they engage
substantially in cooperative acquisitions. There is an effort under way, called
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RENBU (National Network of University Libraries: see Figure 3), to integrate
and automate this information, but it is an ambitious and monumental task
which does not have a lot of hope for the future commitment of the necessary
resources. During the last academic year, some of the universities were
actually closed for failure to pay their utility bills. At the University of Buenos
Aires, the largest and most prestigious national university, this project is called
SISBI.

Most elementary schools do not have any sort of library, and the People's
Libraries, or the municipal libraries where they exist, serve primarily to support
the needs of the school age population. There are a large number of special
and semi-publicly-supported research entities with their own libraries, such as
1NTA, for the national agricultural extension network, which I will describ , later,
but these are all fairly autonomous and their activities do not link in any
significant way with the other information providers in the country. They
certainly do not offer services to the public as such. CONICET is the main
research and development entity in the country, and it is presently threatened
with upheavalin addition to other severe internal problems--by the current
government's press for privatization or "rationalization" of all state-supported
enterprises except defense. CONICET is the major agency for the Program of
Library Development of which RENBU is a part. CONICET and RENBU work
closely with UNESCO's PGI, or General Information Program. Much of the fiscal
support for their automation efforts comes from the FundaciOn Antorchas, a
private foundation, which also provides grants for the automation of some
People's Libraries, and to INTA, which will be described below (see Figures 4a
and 4b).

The national public policy makers are clearly cognizant of the importance
of communications and information in development, and several systematic
efforts to formulate information policy linked to development and productivity
have been attempted, both at the national and provincial level.
Computerization of information, or informática, is an important element in these
plans. The connection between libraries and information technology, however,
is almost totally unknown and neglected. In fact, one official expressed surprise
to me when I asked about this. "What do libraries have to do with informática?"
he asked, clearly astonished that I was even interested. Part of this attitude
stems from the fact that in Argentina, as in much of the world, libraries are
affiliated functionally and intellectually with culture and not with education, as
they are in the United States. There are certain advantages, politically and
popularly, that accrue from this association, but there are great disadvantages
as well. The one great disadvantage, of course, is the belief that Culture is not a
necessity but a luxury, and it falls fairly far down in the list of priorities for
government spending when resources are so severely limited. The People's
Libraries, therefore, have traditionally gotten only a very small allotment of
funds, even during the best of Argentina's economic times.

There are presently 1,226 of these institutions in the country(Figure 5).
The "system" is deliberately intended to function as a decentralized organism,
so that there is more independence and autonomy for the individual libraries,
and less bureaucracy for them to deal with.

Argentine political history is a story of constant tension between local
autonomy and centralization (in Buenos Aires). Centralization has dominated
for many years, with the concomitant evils of too much direction from an
unresponsive, controlling, and distant central authority. The People's Libraries,
which "arise from a common agreement among a group of citizens of a
community," have a very strong tradition of local autonomy and responsiveness
to local concerns. This tradition has also been extremely important in helping
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the libraries maintain freedom of thought against severe censorship during
dictatorships, such as the one which ruled from 1976 to 1983. The head of the
neighborhood coalition that founded the Biblioteca Popular "Crecer" in General
Roca said proudly to me, "We are constructing this by ourselves, for ourselves."
He also expressed resentment that they didn't get more support from the State.
He stated to me a concept that I heard expressed several times in Argentina
and also in Uruguay: the hope that the People's Libraries might develop into
"intermediate structures" in the civil, social and political process. They wanted
the libraries to be a means by which the people might communicate with the
central government.

The system was founded in 1870 by Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, an
educator, writer, and thinker who was President of Argentina from 1868 to 1874.
He spent some time in exile in the United States during the dictatorship of
Rosas, and became friends with the American educator Horace Mann and with
Mann's wife. While in the U.S., Sarmiento was very impressed by the libraries
which he observed here at that time, and by the fact that they were open to all--
"workers' libraries," he called them. He believed firmly in the civilizing effect of
education and culture, and that "civilization" as he defined it, was responsible
for the strength and energy of the U.S. He considered "civilization" (as opposed
to "barbarism," which Rosas and his gaucho followers exemplified) the
fundamental necessiiy for the new Argentine republic. When he returned to
Argentina and became president, he established a system of libraries similar to
the ones he had admired in the U.S., which--if you remember American library
history--were private subscription libraries. The Argentine public libraries,
however, based on an 1840s North American model, have not been subject to
the same evolutionary forces as the American libraries have. A major difference
is the absence, in Argentina, of anyone like Andrew Carnegie. Another
difference is the absence of Mel I Dewey and the emergence of a strong,
cohesive library profession with clear standards and a supportive and influential
national association. Although we don't have a national "system" of libraries ,
such, our clear sense of a common mission and common standards serves f
keep us working together and communicating. The profession has established
Networks as well as networking. It has made us visible and respected. Our
interaction with our public, while it could be more active and more integrated
with non-librarianship, has given our public a vehicle for effective support and
respect.

There are seventy-four officially-recognized People's Libraries in the six
provinces of Patagonia, serving a population of around 800,000. There are, in
addition, many de facto and embryonic libraries in schools, neighborhoods, and
other communities. Each province has a Minister of Culture, or of Culture and
Education, who is responsible for the Department of Libraries, if there is one.
The Ministers of Culture have a Patagonian Council of Culture, which meets at
least a couple of times a year to share reports and to discuss common
concerns. The Minister of Culture is responsible for implementing in his or her
province the National Plan for Reading (a literacy program), which is
administered by the national Directorate of the Books, a part of the Secretariat
of Culture, in the Ministry of Education and Justice(Figure 6). The Directorate of
the Book is also responsible for, and makes appointments to, the National
Protective Commission of People's Libraries, which is the group responsible for
the People's Libraries nationally. The National Plan for Reading, therefore, is
usually implemented through the Department of Libraries in each province, and
its program6 and workshops take place in the local People's Libraries (Figure
7).
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This apparently well-organized formal structure, however, is disrupted by
several factors. One is that, as I have mentioned, there is not always a
Department of Libraries in every province. Another is that there is not always a
local People's Library, of course. The most damaging factor, however, is the
lack of competent and trained personnel, from the local library to the
administration of the Department of Libraries. The problem is also complicated
by the fact that every time the government changes, personnel change, all the
way down to the lucal level. Since these jobs are all political appointments,
there is also a tendency (especially in Culture) for non-librarians to get these
jobs.

As I have mentioned, there is good historical cause for the People's
Libraries to wa.lt to maintain their independence from the State. The National
Protective Commission, which has a majority of positions designated to go to
representatives from the Provinces, sets standards, but cannot direct. The
libraries are governmentally subsidized only to an amount equal to the support
given by the members. Most of this subsidy in the past has consisted of books
that are distributed to the libraries which are recognized as part of the system.
There is also some money for buildings. Technical services, howe ter, are not
centralized. Each library does its own complete original cataloging. It acquires
and receives, independently, all materials not supplied by the National
Commission. It also re-binds books, and compiles its own indexes of periodical
articles. As Ana Dobra de Lestathe Director of the Biblioteca Popular Vulio A.
Roca"in General Roca--describes them: a People's Library is "an autonomous
civil association, created by neighbors and directed by members, which
possesses a general collerlon, open to the whole public. It is a democratic
institution of teaching, iniv.mation, culture and recreation. Moreover, in o,Ir
country--in the majority of cases--the State protects and even may supervise it,
but it is not subordinate to the State like the public library. The public library is
similar to the People's Library in many of its features, but the public library
depends administratively and hierarchically on the State."

During my work in Patagonia, I had my base of operations in the city of
General Roca, in the province of Rio Negro. General Roca has traditionally
been considered the cultural center of northern Patagonia. It presently has
about 70,000 inhabitants, and has been obscured in importance and size by
Neuquen, the capital of the neighboring province of Neuquen (Figure 8).
Factors influencing and affecting the very rapid population growth and relatively
advanced economic development of this region have been: the proposal, by
former President Raül Alfonsin, to move the national capital from Buenos Aires
to Viedma, in Rio Negro; the intensified exploration and exploitation of oil and
gas resources in the region; the construction of large hydroelectric dams and
plants; and the economic diversification of Neuquen, which allowed it to
surmount the 1976-83 crisis in farming, which affected Rio Negro much more
adversely. Neuquen, more than any other Argentine province, furthermore, has
an efficient and effective process of centralized rational planning, which gives
great importance to social and environmental, as well as economic, programs of
development. Rio Negro and Neuquen are the only Patagonian provinces with
a structure for administration of libraries. Both provincial Directors of Libraries
(Li liana Mercado in Rio Negro, and Luis Omar Perata in Neuquen) report to the
Office of Culture for the province. Neither is a librarian, but both were
personally sensitive, sympathetic and supportive of the goals and mission of
public libraries, and they relied very greatly upon the dedication and advice of
the librarians of their provinces.

In Rio Negro (Figure 9), for instance, under the Department of Libraries,
there is a formal structure which designates a Department of Administration, a
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Department of People's Libraries, a Department of Supervision (with area sub-
supervisors), and a Department of Training and Education. Each department
has a Chief, who is a librarian. None of these people, however, receive a salary
for this work. They have no direct authority, no control of resources, and no
budget. The seat of the respective Departments is wherever the Chief happens
to be located, and her (they are all women) scope of authority is restricted to
coordination only. I will attest to the fact that they did very good workt holding
together this "network" and exerting a great deal of energy to communicate and
coordinate among themselves. There was no budget for anything, even
postage, and most of the libraries in the system did not have a telephone.

It was also by means of the Library Associations of Rio Negro and
NeuquOn (which, unlike the national library association of Argentina, admit non-
librarians such as trustees, friends, and library supporters), that the Directors of
the Department of Libraries transmitted and received direction of the libraries.
There is also a Federation of Patagonian People's Libraries. In general, the
most severe problems of Patagonian libraries lie in the lack of continuity caused
by changing political appointments and the "burnout" experienced when
dedicated but poorly paid people stop doing whatever they've been doing to
keep libraries going. The spirit of volunteerism goes only so far! I was told that
there are no funds or mechanisms for paying appropriate and just salaries to
these people. Those who work well do it out of sheer love and dedication, anc
they're usually unique. When they're gone, the work is not continued, and often
the library with which they were associated disintegates.

When I arrived in Patagonia, there was some defensiveness expressed
about what I would think of their "network" in comparison with U.S. library
networks which they imagined to be totally computerized and functioning
absolutely smoothly. After I had told them some of my experiences as director
of a medium-sized library in a large and complex institution, and in an
unevenly-developed state, they felt much better. They were especially gratified
to be assured that they had a true network, for they communicated regularly
among themselves (by whatever means was at hand--sometimes the back
fence) and they worked together for a common goal and with a common vision
of serving their communities. What they were doing was truly an inspiration to
me. The inspiring dimension, however, held the seeds of deterioration,
because it was completely informal and completely voluntary.

In 1986 the Sarmiento Law establishing the People's Libraries was
revised. Its regulations and appropriations were being written and their
adoption pressed while I was in Argentina. Through the indefatigable efforts of
Dr. Juan Cados Secondi, the President of the National Protective Commission
at the time, the regulations were the last piece of legislation that President
Alfonsin signed before stepping down in July 1989, four months before the
actual end of his term. Among other things, the law provides for the support of
the People's Libraries through the allocation of a portion of the tax revenues
from horse racing and the national soccer pool. By this means, the libraries can
expect more regular budgetary resources than they have ever had before. They
have, up to now, had to rely greatly on the membership fees they charge users,
or on other self-generated sources of revenue. In Rio Negro and NeuquOn,
provincial enabling legislation (including standards for levels of service and
levels of fiscal support) were also being written to reticulate with the national
legislation and appropriations. In my final report to the Commission, I
commended their organization and colossal efforts, but I also recommended the
formulation of a global purpose or plan to counteract the fragmentation which
was obvious, and to make the library system more future-oriented. What was
also needed, I told them, was some plan for dealing with the human resource
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problems: training and education, placement of qualified people in the
provinces, and adequate and just salaries.

I also pointed out that decentralization of library technical processing is a
terrible waste of resources. Without common standards and compatible
bibliographic information, the libraries could never hope to form a system or
network in the fullest sense. Unfortunately, the leadership for such an effort
must come from an institution like the national Library. In Argentina, the
National Library has been basically non-functional for nearly forty years (Figure
10). When I was there, there were only three professional librarians employed,
and the library had not had a budget for collection development for twenty
years. No cataloging was being done at all. The physical symbol of this
travesty, which President Carlos Saul Menem himself recently called "a thirty
year embarrassment," is their unfinished new building which has been under
constructivl since 1972. Menem has made completion of the building a major
goal of his presidency. The focus on the building, however, does not
acknoVedg..) what is the National Library's greatest failure and shame--the lack
of a national 'iography, and bibliographic standard-setting which would
enable Argentine libraries to cooperate internationally as well as nationally.



The second Argentine case I describe shows that the prospects and the
foundations for modern network development in Argentina are not entirely
bleak. It illustrates what impressive results can be obtained by addressing the
main barriers to progress in this area. These barriers were identified in an
article in the 28 April 1989 issue of Clarin, one of Buenos Aires' leading daily
newspapers. The article, entitled "Failures in the State System of Information,"
quoted a report by the Argentine Council of Engineers, which said that the
computerization of public institutions in Argentina had had strong investment,
but poor results. The first cause of these failures was the investment of too
much in hardware and not enough in software designed for management
processes, like planning. The second cause was the lack of harmony between
the existing information sources and among their organizations, and an
inadequate interaction between the different institutions involved, not only in the
organization of their information systems, but in the lack of compatibility and
common protocols. The report also cited the lack of adequate training at all
levels, from end-users to technicians. It decried the absence of a "culture of
information" in public administration.

All of these problems were being addressed with impressive results, on a
limited scale, in the National Institute of Farming Technology (INTA) in Buenos
Aires. INTA has a Department of Diffusion, in its Division of Information and
Documentation headquartered in Buenos Aires. The head of this department is
a librarian. INTA is a governmental agency established thirty-six years ago to
support Argentina's very important agriculture and livestock breeding industry.
Through research and development, and the publication of information, as well
as through searches to find information published elsewhere, 1NTA has long
recognized the vital importance of information to practitioners in this field. There
are thirty-eight experimental stations throughout the country, as well as sub-
stations, experimental farms, and extension agencies (Figure 11). All of the
experimental stations have libraries, and ali are linked by telephone and mail to
the central office in Buenos Aires. The North American organisms which they
most resemble are the Agricultural Extension Services associated with land-
grant colleges and universities in the U.S. They are, however, more centraliy
organized, since Argentina's governmental structure is much less federalist
than our own. This centralization has served them well, for it works with the
existing government structure and maximizes results. The Director, Lidia
Revelo, outlined to me the major features of the INTA information network:

--ongoing education and training of all personnel, and of the final users of the
services of the Department.
--indexing and dissemination of all information found and produced.
--on-demand searches for researchers and clients, using DIALOG ,,T-.gure 12).

These searches are also indexed and a list is disseminated regu!arly.

--adherence to format and standards, such as AACR2 in caLiving.

--UNESCO software for library use ("Microisislutilized for ;nfclitation and
database management.
--cooperation with regional international networks and programs, such as

PROCESUR, the Cooperative Farming Technology Program of the Southern
Cone, which includes Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay and Chile.
INTA also participates in CCPPAA, which is the cooperative cataloging of
periodical publications.

INTA, however, recently became a private research foundation as part of
the push by President Menem to privatize governmental agencies and entities.
CONICET, mentioned above, also became privatized. It remains to be seen



what effect this change will have on the operations, budget, and mission of
INTA, and on any possibility that it might serve a more general public purpose.

As a result of study and of the firsthand experiences described here, I feel
qualified an,.1 obliged to make the following comments and observations about
information management and information networks in less-developed countries.
First of all, the fundamental need of any network is an infrastructure for regular
and easy communication. Any network will be limited by the barriers that exist
to this kind of communication. In less-developed countries, these barriers can
be severe, since regular mail service and reliable telephone and other
telecommunication services are often non-existent. Furthermore, the
"fleshware"--the human resources--has to be there at all key points in the
network. Like a chain, a network is only as strong as its weakest link, and
everyone involved in a network in any way must be educated and trained at
least to the degree required by their function. This requirement includes public
officials, whose consciousness and political support are necessary for the
funding and creation of networks.

The basic ingredient of the required training and education is
communication of a common purpose or global plan, or at least a shared sense
of direction, for the cooperative entity. As the Council of Engineers of Argentina
stated, a "culture of information" needs to be fostered, and an appreciation and
acknowledgement of the role of information in development and especially of
libraries' connection to information, must be cultivated.

Finally, there must be an acknowledgement and adherence to common
standards and protocols, which should be international in scope, so that less-
developed countries are equipped with the language of collaboration and can
share and receive information across borders.

In this context, I need to mention the use of UNESCO software for
libraries. This textual database management tool was developed in 1986, and
has a toggle for English, French, or Spanish prompts. It is available free of
charge to libraries in the third world, and is extremely popular. Almost every
small library in Latin.America which has "automated" has done so with
Microisis. All that ;s required is a PC-compatible microcomputer, and an
agreement that the software will not be used for commercial purposes. There is
also a mini-computer version. In Argentina alone, at the end of 1990, there
were more than five hundred users, according to the newspaper, plasla, a. I t

is used, as mentioned, by INTA, as well as by RENBI), and by several People's
Libraries. The largest user in Argentina is the Argentine Film Archive, with
80,000 records. The difficulty with UNESCO software, however, is that it
encourages stand-alone systems that do not communicate and do not conform
to any standards. Standard subject headings or a controlled vocabulary do not
need to be used. Search capability is very limited, also. The version I saw in

1989 did not have subject access to the records. I understand there is a new
version, but I don't believe it has full boolean searching, and if it did, the
question of training would again be key. Microisis is specifically designed for
users with absolutely no computer experience or knowledge. This is one of the
features that makes it so desirable. The other is that it's free. Most libraries in
the third world have no other option for computerization. In the above-
mentioned article in Pagina/12's Future Supplement of 29 December 1990,
Alejandra Nardi of the Information Center of CNEA says, "Information is power,
and we want information to flow. For that reason our library is open to anyone.
One of the causes of why this country works the way it does is the lack of
information, and sometimes those in charge don't understand that and don't
want to understand. It's suspicious that information about information doesn't
exist."

12



There exists in Argentina the will and the basic structures for networked
cooperation nationally and internationally. It would be possible, with leadership
and organization, to build very quickly on what already exists. It would also be
a very wise investment of funds, in the long term, for development of the
country's international competitiveness. It only remains to convince the
decision-makers that libraries do have a vital role to plan in this arena. Models
of the social communications theory of development acknowledge this role.
Librarians must be aware of this themselves, and publicize it.

Argentine librarians and public must also overcome their distrust of
centralization, and realize that networks represent cooperation and not control.
In Argentina, as in many other countries of the world, if the cooperation is
dictated by the State it will be suspect, and potentially dangerous. There must
be a grass-roots type of movement demanding that national institutions take the
leadership, but not the control, in this, much as the Library of Congress has
done in the United States. It must be structured in such a way that it is to
everyone's advantage to cooperate, and to centralize resource-intensive and
duplicative library processes.

The effect of the increasing im, etus to privatize state-supported
enterprises, however, may be detrimental to the effort of getting netwGiks
started. The concept of the library as a public good must be emphasized, so
that the swing to privatization does not remove libraries from their prbper
sphere. They exist to serve the public, not specific sectors of the public (like
business and industry), nor special interest groups, no matter whet.) their
support comes from. The libraries of Argentina am already far more "private"
than any North American public library, arid they need to have the resources to
serve their public adequately. While pdvatization may make local libraries more
responsive to their immediate communities, it may encourage further
fragmentation and autonomy, and discourage the development of strong
networks. It is really the networks that libraries and the people whom they
serve will need in the future. The problems , like the preservation of the
environment, that we all need to address are becoming increasingly global and
international, and we must have the means to share information supra-
nationally in order to solve them.

Less-developed countries can move much more quickly than developed
countries toward effective information networks, because they can benefit from
the lessons we've learned and the insights we've gained. They can only do
this, however, if the knowledge of our experience is available to them in usable
and convenient form. They also must be sure that this knowledge is conveyed
to everyone involved by a thorough, active education and training program at all
levels. We must collaborate with them to ensure that this happens.

1 F;
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Solamente la culture permitirg
la transformaclon argentine.

l3bliotecas Rurales Argentines,
movimiento pfuralista de politica educative,
nacido en 1963 pare colaborar en el cambio
de las condiciones de vide de sectores
relegados, ya ha fundado 500 bbHotecas
populares en sus 25 aAos de vide.

Ahora en su nueva etapa, mediante
convenios con gobiemos provinciales,
organismos nacionales y asociao-Aes
civiles, se propone seguir aumentando el
numero de sus filiales y Ilevar adelante
nuevos proyectos.

Constmemos juntos el pals que
todos queremos!

Unase

coma voluntario
y participe
en la creacion

de:

Sibliotecas
populares

Centros
de Formacido

Voice

Bibliotecas
escolares

Lo esperamos en

Godoy Cruz 2087.
Capital Federal

BIBLIOTECAS

RURALES

ARGENTINAS

CHM PARA UN PUEBLO MEJOR
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Las computadoras y las telecomunicaciones es-
an la forma de procesar y difundir
conocimiento cientifico, e influyendo sobre las

inodalidades de su creacitm. Para ayudar a in-
orporar al pais estas nuevas- ti.cnicas, y facilitar
ILIC mejore i calidad del trabajo de los investi-
4adores que actnan en tv.,estras universidades e
institutos, la FUNDACION ANTORCHAS ha
.stablecido un programa de apaya a la bac-
lueda de mformacidn cientifica actuakada y a

comumcación interacademica par medios
lent rdnicas.

Durante los ultimos tres antis, el programa ha
ontribuido a que 2.000 proyectos de investiga-
ion , rea, Rios por 150 instituciones de diversos

iugares (lel pais, recibieran subsidios por el
-quivalente de 150.000 (.1.51ares para acceder a
haws de dams ubicadas en el extranjero, comu-
ilicarsc con redes acad6micas tie correo electr6-

v obtener bibliografia no disponible local-
ulente.

El programa de Ia FUNDACION AN-
IORCIIAS opera a traOs de las siguit,ntes end-
dades:

Institut() Nacional de Tecnologia Agrope-
cuaria (INTA).
Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia Industrial
(INTO.
FundaciOn Campomar.
Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y Naturaks,
Universidad de Buenos Aires.
Red de lnformaciOn para Ciencias Sociales
(REDICSA).
Universidad Nacional de COrdoba.
Centro Regional de InvestigaciOn y Desarrollo
(CERIDE) tie Santa Fe.
Centro Regional de Investigaciones Cientificas
v TecnolOgicas (CRICYT), de Mendoza.
Planta Piloto de Ingenieria Quimica (PLAPI-
(111), de Bahia Blanca.
FundaciOn Miguel Lillo, de Tucumán.

E.ste grupo de instituciones proporciona medios
de acceso a base dc dams bibliográficos o fac-
tuales -por ejemplo, Dialog, en los Estados
Unidos, Dimdi, en Alemania, Questvl, en Fran-
cia, British Library, en el Reino Unido,
UCH /UNAM, en Mexico, u otras y a las re-
des de correo electrtonko mAs difundidas en el
mundo académico de diversos paises. 6onst itu
yen, de esta manera, los "portones de acceso" a
los servicios ofrecidos pot el programa. Cada
port6n atiende a las universidades y centros de
investigación de su area tematica o geografica, y
se ha programado que, en el transcurso ie 1989,
el conjunto de ellos ayude a unos 1.700 proyec-
tos de investigaciOn realizados en todo el pais.

El programa va dirigido a apoyar el esfuerzo in-
telectual creativo en las ciencias, las humanida
des y la tecnologia, realizado dentro del sistema
academico o cientifico institucionalizado. Los
costos mayores del programa tarifa de la base
tic datos y comunicacion via satelite- son cu
biertos por la FUNDACION ANTORCHAS,
pero ciertos gastos administrativos de cada por-
tOn deben ser pagados por el solicitante de los
datos. En prornedio, dichos costos suelen ser del
orden de unos USS 80 los primeros, y del equiva-
lente de USS 15 los segundos.

Los est udiosos o irvescigadores que deseen parti-
cipar en el programa deben hacerlo por inter,
medio de la entidad pOblica o privada en
que se desempefien, a cual,.a su vez, tiene que
ponerse en contacto con el port6n que le corres-
ponda por tema o por domicilio. Cada portOn
está en condiciones de brindar asesoramiento
sobre las tecnicas de bOsqueda de informaciton y
de uso del corrco electamico y, adernis, en con,
sulta con las .instituciones interesadas, definir
qué pedidos pueden recibir curso favorable, se-
gem los criterios que siguen:

que las investigaciones en cuestiOn rennan los
requisitos de valor cientifico y cuenten con la
aprobaciOn de las autoridades de los centros
en que se realken;

que se carezca en el pais de la informaciOn ne-
cesaria para Ilevarlas a cabo; y

que se cuente con recursos para terminarlas.

El programa de 1989 representa la culminacitin
de un esfuerzo Conjunto de la FUNDACION
ANTORCHAS y de numerosos centros de estu-
dios superiores y de investigacion. Su objetivo es
ayudar a la comunidad cientifka a familiarizar-
sc con las áltimas técnicas de comunicación que
lc permitan mantener sus vinculos con el mundo
intelectual moderno. El p' lgrama no es perma-
nente. Se espera que los interesados, una vez
hecha esta experiencia, tengan la capacidad y se
procuren la financiaciOn para incorporar nor-
malmente a su labor estos medios avanzados.

Para conocer más sobre el programa, dirijase al
portem que crea más afin con el centro en el cual
trabaja o, por correo, a: Rani Spina, Casilla dc
Correo 5295, (1000) Buenos Aires.

toto de portada: Centro de Intestigik. nes del IN1A en Ciutelar.
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IA BIBLIOTECA POPULAR ARGENTINA

Y LA COMISION PROTECTORA DE BIBLIOTECAS

POPULARES DE LA NACION

BIBLIOTECAS POPULARES:

Bcas. 19 Categ.

Bcas. 29 Categ.

Bcas. 3? Categ.

Bcas Escolares

Bcas. Técnicas

Total 1 226

259
346
360
248

13
JURISDICCION 1° Cat. 2° Cat. 3° Cat. Escolares Tecnicas Lis.Esp. Totales

Buenos Aires 129 107 74 25 4 339Capital Federal 29 29 3 4 5 70Catamarca
1 6 19 2 1 29Cordoba 16 25 59 15 1 116Corrientes 4 13 13 18 1 49Chaco 3 3 7 9 1 23Chubut

1 1 7
9

Entre R ios 14 28 20 74 136Formosa
1 9 2 12Jujuy 2 4 3

9La Parnpa 2 9 17 6 34La Rioja
1 4 7 1 1 14Mendoza
1 4 4 2 1 12Misiones
1 2 6 14 23Neuquen
1 3 4

8
R io Negro 6 6 6 1 19
Salta 1 5 3 1 10
San Juan 3 4 9 4 20
San Luis 2 5 3 3 1 14
Santa Cruz 1 1

2
Santa Fe 26 69 64 65 1 1 226
Santiago del Estero 7 10 11 1 29
Tierra del Fuego 2

2
Tucuman 7 7 12 2 28
Totales ... 259 346 360 248 13 6 1.232*

(°) Estos totales lncluyen las sels Dibllotecas clasIfIcadas en Lista especial excluldas del cua-dro due antecede.
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PLAN DE LECTURA

1988

MINISTERIO DE EDUCACION Y JUSTICIA

SECRETARIA DE CULTURA

:..

Dirección Nacional del Libro
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PLAN NACIONAL DE LECTURA
"LEER ES CRECER"

DI RECCION NACIONAL DEL LIBRO

SECRETARIA DE CULTURA
MINISTERIO DE EDUCAC1ON Y JUST:CIA
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CIILTURA PARA TODOS

WILKE LOS SERVICIOS
DEL SISTEMR

MBLICITECAMO
PROVINCIAL

PRESTAMOS A DOMICILIO

LECTURA EN SALA

MATERIAL DE ACTUALIDAD

SERVICIO DE BIBLIOTECA AMBULANTE

SERVICIO DE REFERENCIAS

CATALOGO CENTRALIZADO

EXHIBID"PES

y también:

Talleres de Literatura Infantil
La Hora del Cuento

Ciclo de Conferencias

Ludoteca
Talleres gratuitos de Poesia y Narración.

Misica, Plistica, Titeres y Teatro.

Prov.de Rio Negro

et-fitetda.'erderavoyer"t-deeeievivioemzd.)
I EL BOLSON "Domingo F. Samisen"
2 SAN CARLOS OE BARILOCHE "Asociacien Samiento"

3 PUERTO MORENO (8111ilLOCHEI "Francisco P. Moreno"

4 ING. JACOBACCI "Bernardino Rivadavia"
5 MAOUINCHAD "Raul Entraigas"
5 LOS MENUCOS "Virina Toledo"

7 VALCHETA "Celerino Namuncure"
8 SIERRA GRANDE "Manuel F. Nova"
9 LAS GRUTAS "Cmle. Luis Pledrabuena"

10 SAN ANTONIO OESTE "Cincuentenario"
11 VIEDMA "Bartolome Mitre"

12 VIEDMA WEVI 'ton Segundo Sombre"

13 VIEDMA IPPV "Pablo Neruda"

MA c "&4:;-4 Qo

14 VIEDMA - Bibliotesa de la 5obocntaria de Cullum
15 GUARDIA MITRE "Juan BautiMbCampastro"

16 GENERAL CONESA "General Lanese"

17 RIO COLORADO "Domingo Faustino Sarmienlo"

18 CHOELE CHOEL "Nicolas Avellaneda"

19 LAMAROUE "Dr. Victor Molina"

20 LUIS BELTRAN "Pablo P. Pizumo"

21 DARWIN "El Ade es realidad"

22 BELISLE "Coronet BelIsle"

23 CHIMPAY "Pedro Gum Vidal"

24 CHICHINALES "Fenn P. de Porcel''

25 VILLA REGINA "Bereerdies-Rivaievie"
" Mar iamo Mamie)

TODA LA FAMILIA PUEDE UTILIZAR LA BIBLIOTECA

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

C-36
37

GOLWY "20 de Junin"
GRAL. ROCA "Julio A. Roca"

J. J. GOMEZ 1214710 n b
C. GUERRICO "Hogan del Lector"

ALLEN "Naciones Americanas"
FERNANDEZ ORO "Amigos del Libre"

CIPOLLETTI "Bernardino Rlvadavia"
CINen "ALTOS "Carlos Guido I Span"

tz.:' 010 "Fiorentino Ameghino"

. lei! Entralgas"

VILLA triA.rIANO "Alborada Maputhe
CATRIEL "Jose Hernandez"

C1-1Nants

4ENECAi. K.16; "Cffkt.r
Jr.ftOR,,o "L1*. qtta,w

La Biblioteca de su pueblo le pertenece ASOCIESE
Wisteria de EducaciOn y Cultura Subsecretaria de Cultura Direccion Petal. de Bibliotecas

Federacion de Bibliotecas Poputares de Rio Negio-- Centro de Bibliotecarios y D.ftedraentalistas

QURE
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The Argentine national library, conceived in a time of grandiose national dreams three decades ago, stands

incompleted and threatens to become a relic for future archeologists to ponder.

Buenos Aires Journal

At Perot? Site, Monumental Inertia
By SHIRLEY CHRISTIAN

ipmel to Tlw Ne. Vat bon

BUENOS AIRES, Jan. I7 From
its commanding location overlooking
the estuary of the Rio de la Plata, the
Immense shell of ArgentIna's unfin-
ished national library thr, .ena to be-
come a relic for tutor, .cheologists
to ponder over.

"A friend of ni'x. calls it a ruin of
the modern mo. ',nem," said Martha
Levisman Ausellas, an architect
trying fr ...ermine what has to be
dor- .'...escue the project conceived
ir a time of grandiose national
art ims three decades ago.

li it is never completed, she said as
she gazed up at the 430,000-square-
foot structure from the surrounding
undergrowth, researchers may some-
day wonder what they have stumbled
across on the site, which previously
held the home of Juan D. Peron and
his second wife, Eva.

Julio Hither% the Secretary of Cul.
tore, said he thought of the library
building "as a symbol of the great
things we Argentines have attempt-
ed, and of the small things that stop

from finishing them."

Private Citizens Enrolled

Like countless governments before
it, the Government of President Car-
los Saul Menem wants to finish the li.
bra ry. But having no illusions that the
destitute state treasury could pay for
the work, it has put the matter into
the hands of private citizens.

Soon after Mr. Menem took office In
July, one of his chief advisers raised
the question of the unfinished library
with Paul Misch, president of the An.
torches Foundation, which manages
the proceeds from the sale of an inter-
nal Wnal business empire that Mr.
Hirsch once headed.

"My reaction was that I didn't
know and still don't know how
expert the original plan was," Mr.
Hirsch said in 110 interview. "1 sug.
gested we should find out two things

first, from an architectural state of
affairs, how much is missing. and
two, whethcr, from a librarian's point
of view, it is beyond saving."

Mr. Hirsch asked Mrs. Clusellas,
who has done several previobs
projects Itnanced by Antorchas, to
Wok at It from the architectural view
and obtained a library expert from
Unesco in Paris to come to determine
whether the layout and space allot-
ments could be adapted to modern II.
brary needs.

'The Verdict Is Yes'

Alihough Mrs. Clusellas Is still put-
ting the findings together, he said:
"The verdict is yes, this library can
be used. Changes have to be made,
but they are not terribly lar.reach-
ing."

Mr. Mrs& who moved to South
America from Germany in 1934 and
has dual Argentine-German eititen-
shiP, said the Government wants a
private entity, like a foundation, to II-

....."

nance the completion of the library
and then to run it.

Although Antorchas is, by his ac-
knowledgment, tremendously well
endowed it and its sister founda-
tions in Brazil and Chile gave $11.5
million for education, culture and so-
cial work last year he said he did
not want to dedicate its resources to
the library, beyond the relatively
modest sum invested in the diagnosis.

Mr. Barbaro said the Spanish Gov-
ernment had promised $5 million in
credits toward completion of the li-
brary and that several other wealthy
Argentines were in the process of
forming a library foundation to col-
lect additional money. Estimates of
what it will cost to finish the library
vary widely, with Mr. Barbaro saying
$10 million to $14 million and Mrs.
Clusellas $25 million.

Argentina already has a function-
ing national library, a structure with
classical columns in the San Telmo
art neighborhood not far from the
headquarters of Antorchas. But frus-
trated historians and other library
users as well as Government officials
tell horror stories of inadequate stor-
age, books covered with mildew and a
cataloguing system so antiquated
that no one can guess, within the
range of a million or so, how many
books the library has.

Wiping Out the Past

Aside from the obvious need, the
new library originated as part of an
effort to wipe out a part of the Argen.
tine past the Per6n era. Whcm the
armed forces overthrew the right-
wing populist leader in 1955 and sent
him into exile, they had his mansion
overicoking the river and Avenida del
Libertador destroyed.

Within a short time, there was talk
of using the site for the library. In
1963, planning began. An architec-
tural competition was held to choose
the plans. Construction began in 1971.

No one Is certain just when con-
struction was halted, but both Mr.
Barbaro and Mrs. Clusellas believe

thmaidinmore:oyn.pmhtents were hot the
"Various governments did things

on the library," Mr. Barbaro said,
"but no one was able to finish it. I
think no 'government gave great polit-
ical significance to the library."

Mrs. ausellas believes there were
conflicts for control of the project be-
tween the Ministry of Education and
the Secretariat of Culture, coupled
with a lack of coordination and differ-
ences over objectives.

A Contract Rums Out
She said that when she moved into

the architect's office on the site in Au.
gust she found none of the original
plans and that "no one involved could
remember anything and they were
not speaking to e#h other." Although
the construction company keeps
seven men on the site, mainly as
watchmen, she said the contract of
the architects had run out.

Although Mrs. Clusellas is not en .
chanted with what she calls "the
monumental style of the building
typical of the sixties," the vast spaces
inside offer panoramic views of the
surrounding neighborhood of elegant
town houses and apartment buildings
as well as the river's unimpeded path
to the open Atlantic.

Set on lour giant legs that she says
make it look like "a cow on the pam.
pas," the library has six floors above
ground and five below, which extend
tnto the old riverbed The below-
ground area is supposed to hold all of
the books and other materials, which
would be raised, when people request
them, to the top floor reading area
with a system similar to dumbwait-
ers

Despite her reservations about the
style, she said finishing it will be "like
waking a sleeping beauty in the for-
e st."

Mr. Barbaro expressed cautious
optimism that the library could be
finished before the end of Mr.
Menem's six-year term, but said,
"We're not going to celebrate until we
finish."
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Para enviar su solicitud u obtener mayor informa-
ciOn dirigirse personalmente o por correo a:

INTA
Servicio de Busquedas en Linea
Division de Información y DocumentaciOn
Departamento de Difusión
Chile 460
(1098) Buenos Aires
Tel.: 361-8122/8527/7643; 362-4457
Cables. INTAGRO
TELEX 17518 INTA AR

INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA AGROPECUARIA

DEPARTAMENTO DE DIFUSION

DIVISION INFORMACION Y DOLUMENTACION

SERVICIO

DE BUSOUEDAS

EN UNEA

ObtenciOn de bibliografia actuanzada por

consulta en bases de datos distantes

PROGRAMA PATROCINADO POR LA FUNDACION ANTORCHAS


